
Wild Figments, Michael Leunig, Penguin Group (USA) Incorporated, 2004, 0143003534, 9780143003533,
152 pages. Wild Figmentsis a loose companion volume to Poemsand consists of Michael Leunig's longer
pieces in a typeset format (as opposed to their original cartoon format). In this beautifully produced,
pared-back presentation, Leunig's in sight, wit and delightful wickedness can be savoured in a whole new
way.. 
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Short Notes from the Long History of Happiness , , Jan 1, 1996, Australian wit and humor, Pictorial, 98 pages.
Come sit down beside me I said to myself, And although it doesn't make sense, I held my own hand As a small
sign of trust And together I sat on the fence..

The Curly Pyjama Letters , , 2001, Australian wit and humor, 73 pages. These letters are a small fragment of
the vast correspondence known to have taken place between lone voyager Vasco Pyjama and his friend and
mentor Mr Curly of Curly Flat.While ....

Ogden Nash's zoo , Ogden Nash, Ð“â€°tienne Delessert, 1987, Juvenile Nonfiction, 79 pages. A collection of
verses about animals from the barnyard to the aquarium and the haunts of the lion and rhinoceros also includes
verses about mythical animals.

When I Talk to You A Cartoonist Talks to God, Michael Leunig, May 1, 2006, Humor, 128 pages. With its
inspirational and insightful prayers and illustrations, When I Talk to You helps readers deepen their awareness
of their soul, their inner voice, and God. While the ....

Ramming the shears a collection of drawings, Michael Leunig, Sep 1, 1985, Sports & Recreation, 92 pages. .

A Common Philosophy , Karl Rahner, 1992, Australian wit and humor, Pictorial, 88 pages. "Karl Rahner is a
giant of modern Christian thought. Michael Leunig can be called the same in the world of cartoon humour.
Both take their inspiration from, and cast ....

The Penguin Leunig Cartoons, , 1974, Australian wit and humor, Pictorial, 128 pages. Leunig addresses real
life and the media, with all their complexities, ironies and absurdities, and the pathos as well, in the simple and
sublime form of a poetic joke..

On, Off A Novel, Colleen McCullough, Nov 27, 2007, Fiction, 417 pages. Realizing that a brutalized young
woman is a latest victim of a serial murderer, 1960s lieutenant Carmine Delmonico traces clues that identify
the killer to be one of several ....

The Worst Journey in the World The Original Classic Edition, Apsley Cherry-Garrard, 2012, Fiction, 812
pages. Robert Falcon Scotts scientific expedition to the South Pole in 1911 was like that famous medical clich:
the operation was a success, but the patient died. The Polar Party did ....

The Prayer Tree , Michael Leunig, 1997, Devotional literature, 50 pages. .
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Equality for speaking pianist, 2004, Brett Dean, Michael Leunig, 2006, Music, 15 pages. .

Why Dogs Sniff Each Other's Tails An Old But True Story, , 2007, Australian wit and humor, Pictorial, 104
pages. Australia's best-loved cartoonist and social commentator, Michael Leunig, stirs up the dirt and explores
everything that is dark and hidden..

The Orchard Thieves , Elizabeth Jolley, Jan 1, 1995, Australia, 133 pages. A story of family relationships.
When the middle sister of three grown-up daughters arrives home from England, peace in their mother's house
is shattered. Tensions and ....

The Essential Leunig Cartoons from a Winding Path, Michael Leunig, 2012, Australian wit and humor,
Pictorial, 400 pages. A special edition of a book that is destined to become a classic. Inside a beautiful
linen-covered box with magnetic closure is a copy of the book The Essential Leunig, which ....

Rain Man , Leonore Fleischer, 1989, Fiction, 234 pages. When Charlie Babbitt, a hustler, learns that his
wealthy father has left everything to Charlie's mentally retarded brother, Raymond, Charlie decides to kidnap
him.

Introspective , Michael Leunig, Jan 1, 1991, Australian wit and humor, Pictorial, 120 pages. Collection of
images selected for an exhibition of Leunig's paintings and satirical cartoons at the National Gallery of
Victoria. With a foreword by Helen Garner and comments ....
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